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Wednesday 22nd January 2020

The love of reading is the most important gift
we can give to our children.
If we can instil a love of literature into our children’s
lives, we can open new worlds to them, new
experiences,
new opportunities. Reading can calm and relax and
help with a child’s emotional expression and
confidence.

EYFS
Reading Workshop

It’s important to remember that the ability to read
will have a major impact for your child’s future.

So let’s talk about how we currently
teach your child in school and then we
will give you strategies to help you
support best at home.

Importantly, we immediately
immerse the children
in phonic sounds on starting school.
In today’s world a good level of literacy is vitally
important for communicating with
others and ensuring financial security.

We also start teaching your child to
blend these sounds into words early on
entry to the school. For example
sh – o – p, shop
d-o-g, dog
The blending of ‘phonemes’ or sounds
is the key to reading.

We teach them the following “set one”
sounds using pneumonic rhymes:
m,a,s,d,t,i,n,p,g,o, c,k,u,b,f,e,l,h,r,j,v,w,z,x,y,
and also
the two letter sounds – special friends –
qu,ch,sh,ng,nk, th.
(Let’s have a go…..)
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Highlight sounds in words:

During their Read Write Inc lessons, children are put
into groups to support their learning and will be
taught Set 2 and Set 3 sounds – the next group of
“special friends” such as ay, ee, igh, ow, oo.

We will continually monitor your child’s progress with
their books and their Read Write Inc lessons to make
sure we are supporting your child in the best way
possible throughout Early Years and Key Stage One.

Once your child has learnt the majority of their
set one sounds and can blend them into simple
words, we then start sending home books that
support their reading and that reflect their
current phonic knowledge, by this I mean the
sounds that they have learnt and remembered.

https://www.youtube.com /watch?v=8pbIm XbGOxw

The books your child comes home with will be closely
tailored to their individual needs and over time will be a
range of Read Write Inc, Oxford Reading Tree and many
other scheme books. We will have read with your child to
ensure that the books match decoding and
comprehension levels.

We also continue to send home books that
support the development of a broad experience
of reading and that reflect their own preferences,
interests or passions.
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We know how important it is to make time and encourage
children to listen to stories and also give them a chance to
talk about what they have read.

This is what we do at school to start to
create fantastic readers but how can you
help at home?

It is important to know
what they don’t know!

It’s important to read to your child until
they clearly enjoy reading to
themselves.

You can also really support your child’s teacher by
writing in your child’s reading record. Let us know how
your child did. Did they struggle? What successes did
your child have with the story? Did they enjoy the story?
It helps us track your child’s progress and show the child
that home and school are working together to do
everything we can to make them into fantastic reader!

Information taken from a National
reading conference 2020.

Here are some reading strategies to
support this:

Highlight sounds in words:

https://www.youtube.com /watch?v=8pbIm XbGOxw
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Find special friends first!

Making up games using read and green words.

These are phonemes made from
more than one sound
Eg. ‘ar’.

In KS1 the children will learn to read
‘alien’ words as well, once they are
really secure with blending and
segmenting!

We use a ‘hold a sentence’ method to:
Talk and rehearse
Hear sounds
Segment words to hear sounds
Pinch sounds on fingers
Write the sounds your child can hear
Re-read to check punctuation
Check it makes sense

Innovations
When your child is really secure with their sentence
or story, innovate by inserting a new character to
re-tell the story in a different way.

Your child will sound out the words to you and blend them,
help them blend the words when they need help, but give
them a chance to try first. With very young children a couple
of pages at a time is better than trying to plough through a
whole book and will help build up their stamina in reading.

The Three Bold Rabbits
instead of the
Three Little Pigs…
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And please always remember we are here for you and
your child to help you every step of the way
throughout their time at Kings Hill Primary.
In partnership with you, we will help your child
succeed in reading and open up for them a world of
possibilities…all through the magic of a book.
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